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SECONDHAND electrical shops in the capital

are still selling products that could kill or

maim and are capable of causing a major

fire.

Trading Standards officers in London have

been making surprise visits to secondhand

shops to test productrs and have been

shocked by their findings.

Following serious fires in London caused by

defective domestic appliances, London

Trading Standards have been blitzing shops.

Eighteen boroughs took part and product

safety issues at over a third of the 91 premis-

es visited gave cause for concern.

The results were released to focus on how

Trading Standards can help prevent

Londoners being killed or injured by unsafe

domestic goods.

Officers provide all the shop owners with

advice on the relevant safety regulations

along with practical tips on the steps they can

take to ensure dangerous goods are not sold.

These include electrical safety tests, providing

safe usage instructions and checking if prod-

ucts have been subject to a safety recall.

The results revealed that of the 91 shops

investigated, 34% of them were selling goods

that did not comply with the law. In all 322

used electrical items were examined.

At one premises a faulty tumble dryer was

identified and subsequently removed from

sale. The dryer was subject to a product safe-

ty recall due to an inherent fault. 

At another shop, a damaged dishwasher

with exposed live wires was found and was

subsequently scrapped by the trader.

In addition, a shop owner voluntarily

agreed to withdraw from sale 29 electrical

appliances, four gas cookers and three sofas.

These will all be destroyed.

Boroughs have also been providing advice

to students about checks they can make on

appliances supplied in their rented accommo-

dation, including how to find out if the prod-

ucts have been subject to a recall.

Lynn Faulds Wood, former Watchdog pre-

senter and Ambassador for London Trading

Standards said: “It is shocking how many fires

are still caused by domestic appliances. The

second hand market sells many tumble dryers

and other electrical goods which could be

dangerous and I applaud the work of London

Trading Standards in investigating second

hand appliances. 

“People with less money often have no

other real option but to buy second hand, so

it is really important that the machines they

buy are safe”.

Steve Playle, spokesperson for London

Trading Standards said: “These results show

that too many second-hand shops are not tak-

ing their responsibilities seriously enough.

We’d like to see evidence of all used electrical

appliances being tested by a competent per-

son before being offered for sale.”

“On a positive note we found examples of

really good practice too, such as the use of

‘MOT’ type checklists being used to let cus-

tomers know which checks have been done. It

would be great to see all traders adopting

such an approach.”

For more information, please follow us LTS

on Twitter (@London_T_S), or visit our web-

site www.londontradingstandards.org.uk.

Secondhand goods shock

Lynn Faulds Wood, former Watchdog presenter and Ambassador for London Trading Standards
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Checking for cheats
THE Norwegian Directorate of Immigration

(UDI) has undergone training in checking for-

eigners on social media websites and will use

this knowledge to detect if asylum seekers

are cheating.

Norwegian immigration and police authori-

ties use Facebook in order to reveal holes in

asylum seekers' stories and check their iden-

tities, and in these cases social media play a

key role, the report said.

UDI's executive officers have got their own

guidelines for using social media and will use

them in their work, the report said.

Hanne Merete Jendal, director of UDI's

asylum department, explained that they

investigated information available on

Facebook, Twitter, and Instagram, but

assured "we stay within that which is the

legitimate use of such sources."

Students selling fakes
MORE school students in Hong Kong are

being caught earning pocket money by sell-

ing fake goods online, which is now the main

platform for offloading counterfeit items.

The Customs and Excise Department said

the number of cases cracked in online com-

munity marketplaces jumped from 36 to 74

in the first six months of this year compared

with the same period of 2016. 

This accounted for more than 80 per cent

of all online counterfeit cases over that time.

The number of fakes seized in physical

stores jumped fourfold, to 14,025.

Customs officers arrested 101 people,

including 28 secondary school pupils and

four tertiary students.

Catherine Yip Wai-sim, head of the intel-

lectual property investigation bureau, said

although the total number of arrested stu-

dents had dropped from 37 to 32, 93 per

cent of them were caught selling fake

clothes, watches and leather products in

community marketplaces this year. This com-

pared with only 27 per cent in the same peri-

od of 2016.

Mama mia, what a scandal
AN Italian court has jailed Umberto Bossi,

founder and former chief of the anti-immi-

grant and anti-EU Northern League, for over

two years after finding him guilty of fraud

while he led the party. 

Bossi, once a key ally of former prime min-

ister Silvio Berlusconi, was forced out of his

party in 2012 after allegations he was impli-

cated in the embezzlement of hundreds of

thousands of euros in public funds.

The case was known as "The Family",

which was the name of a file held by the

party's former treasurer, Francesco Belsito,

who was sentenced to two years and six

months in prison.

Bossi's son Renzo was also convicted in the

case and sentenced to a year in funds pro-

vided by the  state to political parties to pay

personal expenses between 2009-2011.

Belsito was found to have embezzled near-

ly half a million euros while Renzo Bossi

more than 140,000 euros including several

thousand to pay traffic fines and 77,000

euros to buy a diploma in Albania.

Chiropodist is nailed
A PLYMOUTH woman and her ex-boyfriend

who were jailed for a multi-million tax fraud

have been ordered to pay back more than

£200,000 - or face an extra year behind bars.

Chiropodist Louise Brown, 54, from

Plymouth, has been ordered to pay back

£100,684.43 and Satpal Singh Mahal, 49,

from Walsall £100,000.

The couple, who used bogus identities to set

up fake companies to steal more than £2.3m

in VAT, are currently serving 10 years in jail

between them.

The pair were found to have used fake

names and stolen identities to set up the

companies and bank accounts online.

10 years and $51m bill
A DALLAS woman must serve 10 years in fed-

eral prison and repay $51 million in a health

care services fraud case involving home vis-

its.

Myrna S. Parcon was sentenced in Dallas

after pleading guilty to conspiracy to commit

health care fraud involving Medicare benefi-

ciaries.

Prosecutors say three other people who

were convicted await sentencing, including a

doctor.

Authorities say many Medicare patients in

the case were certified for home health care

— whether they needed it or not — from

2009 through mid-2013.

Co-defendant Ransome Etindi of Waxahachie

also pleaded guilty to conspiracy to commit

health care fraud and was sentenced

Thursday to 30 months in prison. Etindi must

repay $18 million.

Another person who pleaded guilty was

sentenced to two years and ordered to repay

$4.2 million.

Conned out of £25,000
A GLOUCESTERSHRE pensioner has been

conned out of nearly £25,000 by fraudsters

who claimed they were investigating a crime

at her bank.

The 69-year-old woman, who lives in the

Stroud area, took phone calls from two men

saying that someone at the local branch was

stealing money and to ensure that her

accounts were safe she should transfer her

money by instalments to another account.

She transferred three amounts - £9,000,

£7,000 and £8,500 - to their account before

realising that it was a scam. 47

The incident has been reported to her

bank, police and Action Fraud.

Cyber crime solution
CYBER crime is so bad in the Indian Province

of Vijayawada that they are setting up their

own cyber police station.

It will have a team of 33 technically sound

personnel headed by an Assistant

Commissioner of Police.

The demand for a special police station to

deal with increasing cases of cyber crime has

been there since the bifurcation of the State,

and the government accorded permissions

to establish one a few months ago. 

As well as being headed by an ACP, the

police station will have a team of two inspec-

tors, four sub-inspectors, six head constables

and 20 constables, according to official

sources. 

Hit in their pockets
A CONSUMER rights watchdog in Italy is fin-

ing a group of companies 2.59 million Euros

for promoting OneCoin, the digital currency

investment scheme widely believed to be

fraudulent.

The fine was passed down by the Italian

Antitrust Authority (IAA), that is funded by

the Ministry of Economic Development. 

It comes months after the group moved to

suspend the operations of several OneCoin-

affiliated companies in Italy.

The companies were sanctioned for utiliz-

ing pyramid scheme tactics and misleading

investors through promotional materials and

events.

Italy is the latest country in Europe to

move to impose penalties against companies

that promote OneCoin

Home and away 
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FAKE goods are a multi-billion pound indus-

try worldwide with everything being copied

from drugs to cosmetics, from car parts to

works of art, from sports goods to perfume.

All across the globe there are fake factories

churning out counterfeit goods which cost the

UK economy alone a staggering £17.3 billion

have become a huge problem in recent years

but scientists may have a solution that could

make counterfeiting a thing of the past using

quantum technology. and affected 72,000

British jobs in 2016.

But will fake goods soon be a thing of the

past? Have scientists discovered something to

put global criminals out of business?

Researchers at Lancaster University’s tech

start-up Quantum Base have come up with a

graphene-based identity tag that is complete-

ly unique and can be scanned using a smart-

phone.

The researchers, who showcased their work

at the Royal Society’s Summer Science

Exhibition, are confident their technology

could eliminate counterfeiting in the foresee-

able future.

“The most exciting thing about this is it

empowers the end-user,” said Professor

Robert Young, lead scientist at Quantum Base. 

“So any person with a smartphone can verify

any tag which has been labelled with our

technology and verify whether it is genuine or

not.”

So what makes this tag unique and different

from existing authenticity identifiers such as

holograms, security inks and chemical or

physical markers such as taggants?

The answer lies in a special type of

graphene invented by two scientists at the

University of Manchester who won the the

Nobel Prize in 2010 for their pioneering work. 

This graphene-based material is only one-

atom thick – hence even the tiniest imperfec-

tions, caused by the smallest of changes in

the structure of an atom, can be identified. 

It also makes replicating the tag hard for

fraudsters, if not impossible.

“Everything is unique at the atomic scale,”

explained Prof Young. “These materials come

with strange quantum properties and their

properties change if you move a single atom. 

It is these changes that we are measuring. The

properties of the materials are sensitive to

small scale imperfections.

“There is nothing more unique and there is

no level below atoms.”

This unique tag, created by Quantum Base,

comes with a track-and-trace ability and,

more importantly, can be turned off at any

point if the product is reported lost or stolen. 

Scientists say these nano-scale tags could

also be used to help consumers identify the

real goods from their fake counterparts.

The patented technology is expected to be

available to the public next year so the crimi-

nals had better watch out.

Is this the end for fake goods?

Fake perfume and even fake shops are designed to look like the genuine article but are really bogus goods
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Video could save lives
SUSSEX Police have released a video showing the

moment an experienced motorcyclist is tragically killed

after doing a wheelie and crashing near Goodwood,

Chichester. 

The footage, taken from the rider’s camera fitted to

his Suzuki, has been issued with the blessing of his

family to help highlight the risks and the impact of anti

social riding. 

Motorcyclists remain the most vulnerable road users

in the UK, accounting for approximately 20 per cent of

all road deaths despite making up just one per cent of

total road traffic.

Surrey and Sussex Roads Policing Unit, working in

partnership with Sussex Safer Roads Partnership and

DriveSmart in Surrey, is committed to reducing the

number of deaths and serious injuries caused by colli-

sions on our roads.

There are a number of ways motorcyclists can be

safer on our roads – riding with lights on, wearing the

appropriate clothing for increased visibility and protec-

tion, considering their position in the road, and most

importantly, riding safely and sensibly. 

There are also a range of courses available for motor-

cyclists to improve their riding ability, such as BikeSafe,

run by Sussex Safer Roads Partnership, Biker Down,

run by East Sussex and West Sussex Fire and Rescue

Services, and RoadSmart, run by the Institute of

Advanced Motorists (IAM).

Scout leader jailed
A SCOUT leader has been jailed for a series of sexual

offences against a young West Sussex sea scout

twenty years ago.

Robert Iskett, 49, a groundsman, of Daisy Fields, Fair

Oak, Eastleigh, Hampshire was sentenced to a total of

five and a half years imprisonment when he appeared

at Portsmouth Crown Court  having been convicted at

the same court after a trial.

He will also be a registered sex offender for life.

Iskett was convicted of three offences against the

then-teenage boy, while he was leader of a group of

sea scouts in Selsey in the late 1990s.

Iskett indecently assaulted the boy during a group

trip to the West Midlands, and also indecently assault-

ed and carried out acts of gross indecency with the

boy at the address at which Iskett then lived off St Itha

Close in Selsey.

At the time of his arrest in November 2015, Iskett

was the District Scout Commissioner in Hampshire.

When arrested Iskett was immediately suspended

from his role and following his conviction he was per-

manently excluded from the Scout Association.

The trial and sentencing follows an investigation by

West Sussex detectives which began in November

2015 when the victim came forward on learning that

Iskett was still involved and had a senior role in the

scouting movement.

Beware ‘deaf’ callers
A gang of scammers claiming to be deaf and

preying on the vulnerable are thought now to

be targeting Sussex residents.

The gang all say they are deaf and are selling

artwork door to door.

Last month a similar ruse led Kent Police to

issue a warning against opening the door to a

man or men said to be operating in the

Gravesend and Edenbridge areas.

Another Mayfield resident, Paul Thomson

who runs the village's facebook group said he

had been targeted and had also received a

number of calls from people bothered yester-

day evening.

Dad of two, Mr Thomson said the man looked

"pleasant enough" when he knocked on his

Old Bank home.

He added: "Knocking on my door until he

answered really didn't enamour my wife too

much. She pretty much closed the door on

him after saying about it being too late."

Sussex Police said scammers are increasingly

targeting the old and vulnerable and warned

people not to hand over money to anyone

they did not know and trust.

Latest figures show one in five people fall vic-

tim to fraud each year and nearly half of all

adults have been targeted by fraudsters.

Drugs hidden in carpet cleaner
HALF a kilo of cocaine was taken off the streets after

police discovered it in hidden in a carpet cleaner in the

boot of a car.

The car, a black Lexus IS220D, was wanted by police

after it had been marked as being driven without

insurance along Preston Road, Brighton.

It was discovered parked outside the Grosvenor

Casino in Grand Junction Road, Brighton on March 20.

Sitting inside was Shingayi Bayayi, 35, from Bouverie

Gardens, Purley, Croydon, who admitted to police he

had no insurance or driver’s licence and no form of

identification to prove who he was.

Bayayi, who said he was a carpet cleaner, was arrest-

ed on suspicion of driving offences and the car was

seized under section 135 of the Road Traffic Act for no

insurance and to be searched for drugs.

Initially, the officers did not find anything suspicious in

the vehicle, but a large carpet cleaning machine in the

boot of the car rattled as it was being removed from

vehicle prompting officers to take it apart.

Inside they discovered a large Foot Locker carrier bag

with the hidden stash of cocaine inside the water con-

tainer section.

Bayayi was charged with the use of a motor vehicle

on a road/public place without third party insurance,

driving a motor vehicle otherwise that in accordance

without a licence and possession with the intent to

supply a controlled Class A drug (cocaine).

He appeared before Brighton Magistrates’ Court on

April 11 where he entered a not guilty plea. He then

appeared before Guildford Crown Court  where he

changed his plea for the three offences to guilty.

Bayayi was given a six year custodial sentence, receiv-

ing a 10% reduction for his early guilty plea.

Trouble-making teens banned
TWO trouble-making teenage girls have been banned

from associating with each other and from being in

Worthing centre for two years as a result of anti-social

behaviour in the local area.

Jasmine Shepherd, 18, from Broadwater Road,

Worthing, and Ellie Taylor, 19, from King’s Road,

Lancing, were both given a Criminal Behaviour Order

(CBO) by Worthing magistrates after the court heard

they had been intimidating the local community. 

The Adur and Worthing Safer Communities

Partnership has been focusing on the behaviour of the

pair who have committed assaults, intimidated people

in public and targeted vulnerable people.

The order has also banned the pair from Worthing

seafront and shopping precincts, and from socialising

together. However, Taylor is permitted into the exclud-

ed areas if accompanied by a person nominated in the

order.

Chief Inspector Miles Ockwell, district police com-

mander for Adur and Worthing, said: “These two

women have been causing a lot of trouble in the area

for a long time. We were aware that many in the local

community were subjected to mindless and random

acts of violence and intimidation by Taylor and

Shepherd.

“They would often prey on the vulnerable and would

cause trouble on a regular basis. This order should

have a significant positive impact in Worthing town

centre and in Lancing where we are focusing on

addressing anti-social behaviour.”

Group gets £250 donation
SUSSEX Police has donated £250 to the St Nicholas

Centre, Lewes, to redesign their sensory room.

The centre is for adults with learning disabilities and

the sensory room provides a calming environment for

the clients. 

The walls of the sensory room were painted by a vol-

unteer and the donation also went to purchasing new

equipment.

Trevor Lake, service manager for learning disabilities

adult social care, said: “Thank you so much for all your

assistance with this project, it is really appreciated. The

clients have been overwhelmed by the transforma-

tion.”

The money was donated by Force for Good, the

Police Mutual local community fund which has sup-

ported more than 400 community projects. The dona-

tion was combined with £500 previously raised from

the Police Property Act Fund.

Joint Force vetting officer Liz Chapman, said: “It is

great that we have the funding to support local proj-

ects and aid the community. The clients at the centre

will hopefully really benefit from the newly designed

room and the equipment will help a lot of people.”

27 years for paedophile
AN elderly paedophile has been jailed for 27 years for

sex offences against children aged five and six from

Hertfordshire.

James Johnson, of Douglas Close, Hailsham, was sen-

tenced at Hove Crown Court, by Judge Gold who said

he would serve 20 years in prison and seven on

licence.

He was charged in January this year with three

counts of rape of a girl under 13, five counts of assault

of a girl under 13, two counts of attempted rape of a

girl under 13, four counts of possession of indecent

images of a child, two counts of taking indecent

images of a child, one count of making an indecent

image of a child and one count of causing a girl under

13 to engage in sexual activity. 

The victims were aged just five and six when the

abuse began.

SUSSEX NEWS ROUND-UP
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By Peter Faulkner

ELDERLY people, the prime target for fraud-

sters and rogue traders, could soon be iden-

tified by scientists before they are ever tar-

geted, research suggests.

Experts think it may now be possible to

identify vulnerable people who are most sus-

ceptible to being exploited so they can be

better protected.

Researchers at Cornell University, New York,

have discovered the brains of older people

who have lost large amounts of money in

financial scams have distinct differences in

two key parts of their brains.

These brain regions are used to help us spot

suspicious situations and untrustworthy peo-

ple, but they were smaller and did not func-

tion properly in elderly people who had been

exploited.

This may explain why some old people who

appear to otherwise have their wits about

them can unexpectedly fall victim to those

looking to rip them off.

Up to half of over 65-year-olds in the UK

have been targeted by fraudsters, according

to a recent survey by Age UK and they esti-

mate up to half a million older people have

lost money in this way.

They warn that recent changes to pensions

that allow retirees to withdraw their money

as a lump sum makes this sort of crime an

even greater risk.

Other academic studies have suggested up

to one in 20 elderly people can be expected

to suffer some sort of financial exploitation.

It has raised calls for better protections to

be put in place to help older people, but iden-

tifying those most at risk has proved difficult.

In the latest study, which is published in the

Journals of Gerontology, Dr Spreng and his

colleagues examined the brains of 26 people

over the age of 60 years old.

Half of them had suffered financial exploita-

tion, including one whose son’s girlfriend bor-

rowed £3,100 and never paid it back.

Another participant’s daughter had charged

£1,550 to her account without permission

while a third had money stolen by her grand-

son even after she confronted him.

The reesarch team found the cortex in two

brain regions - the anterior insula and the

superior temporal sulcus - were thinner in

those who had been scammed. The neurolog-

ical connections within the two regions was

also greatly reduced, suggesting the commu-

nication needed to draw accurate conclusions

about trustworthiness was impeded.

Your brain may detect fraud

The brains of older people may decide whether they are susceptible to fraud 



THE Chartered Trading Standards Institute

(CTSI) is backing a call from the Local

Government Association (LGA) for all food

premises in England to display their food

hygiene ratings.

These so called 'Scores on the Doors' rate

businesses out of five stars for food manage-

ment, cooking methods and kitchen cleanli-

ness. The display of ratings has been a legal

requirement in Wales and Northern Ireland

since 2013 but is not currently mandatory in

England.

Speaking on the LGA announcement, CTSI

Chief Executive, Leon Livermore, said: “It's

about time England caught up with Wales

and Northern Ireland in protecting con-

sumers from unhygienic, and potentially dan-

gerous, food outlets. 

“We've seen shocking examples of bad

practice that could pose serious health risks.

The LGA's call will empower consumers to

make safer and better informed decisions.

“Mandatory 'Scores on the Doors' ratings

will also help to create a fair and level play-

ing field for honest businesses, differentiating

them from rogue competitors."

The LGA believes mandatory rating dis-

plays would not only improve consumer con-

fidence and raise hygiene standards but

would also reduce the need, and cost, of

enforcement action by councils.

Chair of the LGA's Stronger Communities

Board, Simon Blackburn, added: “The lack of

a hygiene rating sticker in a business means

customers are left in the dark on official

kitchen cleanliness levels when eating or

buying food there.”

The debate of food standards is also a

major focus for CTSI's Brexit Think Tank,

which was formed to highlight what UK con-

sumer protection will look like outside of the

EU. 

There is no bigger Trading Standards

debate for our generation than the conse-

quences of Brexit. 

The conversion of EU to UK law should be

an opportunity for both governments and

Trading Standards professionals to champion

strong food safety standards for the UK.

The food hygiene rating scheme applies to

restaurants, pubs, cafes, takeaways, hotels,

supermarkets, sandwich shops, bakeries, del-

icatessens and other premises selling

food.ness manages and records what it does

to make sure food is safe.

Under the food hygiene rating scheme, a

business is given one of the six hygiene rat-

ings from 0-5 as follows: 5 (very good); 4

(good); 3 (generally satisfactory); 2 (improve-

ment necessary); 1 (major improvement nec-

essary); 0 (urgent improvement necessary).

Rating game will
serve up fair deal

Trading standards back call for food hygiene ratings in all restaurants

New fraud hotline
VICTIMS of financial fraud might soon be

able to call for help via a new telephone

hotline, similar to the 999 emergency

service.

Under the plan anyone worried about

scammers would be able to dial 555.

The idea - which is in its early stages - is

being examined by Financial Fraud

Action UK, and has backing from the

Home Office.

Victims could be transferred immedi-

ately to their bank's fraud department or

to the Police.

The information could also be used to

help build up a database of incidents.

In the first half of 2017 there were over

937,000 cases of fraud, many of which

involved scammers trying to persuade

victims to transfer their money into

other accounts.

In such cases, prompt action is vital,

allowing banks to freeze accounts and

stop cash being moved.

Spy boss appointed
THE former boss of GCHQ who resigned

suddenly from the British spy agency ear-

lier this year has resurfaced in the insur-

ance sector with a mandate to spot new

cyber crime techniques.

Robert Hannigan, who set up the UK's

National Cyber Security Centre during his

two-and-a-half year stint at the intelli-

gence agency, has been hired by Lloyd's

of London insurer Hiscox to advise on

emerging cyber threats and new criminal

techniques.

It follows a string of major cyber secu-

rity breaches that have resulted in rising

demand for cyber insurance.

Cryptocurrency launch
THE first firm in the UK to enable compa-

nies from all sectors of the economy to

do business in Bitcoin and other cryp-

tocurrencies has launched in the City of

London.

CommerceBlock will act as an automat-

ic bridge between cryptocurrencies and

the business world.

Cryptocurrencies are referred to as

‘trustless financial systems’ and they

make ‘banking’ quicker and cheaper for

companies.

However, what has been missing to

date is the digital infrastructure that can

tell a company more information about

each transaction - if it has taken place,

where it has gone, why and how it corre-

sponds to the obligations of the firm to

its customers, and its customers’ com-

mitments to itself.
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MOST people would pay for their annual car

insurance and not even think about the legit-

imacy of the broker.

But do you know if you are really insured or

are you driving round illegally?

Motorists are now being warned about

ghost brokers as part of nationwide uninsured

driving crackdown

The City of London Police’s Insurance Fraud

Enforcement Department (IFED), which oper-

ates all over the country, is warning motorists

of the dangers of buying insurance from

unauthorised insurance brokers or ‘ghost bro-

kers’ who are potentially leaving thousands of

unwitting victims driving without insurance.

To coincide with the MIB’s (Motor Insurers’

Bureau) Operation Drive Insured awareness

week with police forces from October 17-23,

IFED has teamed up with the Insurance Fraud

Bureau (IFB) to share intelligence on insur-

ance policies linked to suspect ghost broking

activity. 

In a week-long trial, City of London Police

ANPR (automatic number plate recognition)

databases will flag vehicles that are linked to

suspected ghost brokers and officers will be

stopping vehicles to check drivers are not

unwittingly driving without valid insurance. 

In the past year Action Fraud has taken 157

reports from victims of ghost brokers, with

reported losses totalling over £214,000, with

each victim losing on-average over £1360

each. 

But IFED officers believe the true number of

ghost broking victims is much higher than that

and many victims could be driving on the

roads completely unaware that the insurance

policy they think they have in place is in fact

worthless.

Since it was established in 2012, IFED has

carried out 86 investigations into suspected

ghost brokers, with the total value of the

frauds in excess of £11.5 million. 

In one investigation alone, officers identified

over 600 people who had fallen foul of the

ghost broker.

Detective Chief Inspector Oliver Little, who

is the Head of the Insurance Fraud

Enforcement Department , said: “Many peo-

ple will be looking to find the best possible

deal for their car insurance. But if you’re get-

ting somebody to broker a deal for you, then

you must make sure they’re a fully authorised

insurance broker.

“Not only are fraudsters leaving their vic-

tims out of pocket when they take their

money, they’re also leaving their victims

potentially liable for tens of thousands of

pounds if they are involved in a crash whilst

uninsured.”

Ben Fletcher, Director of the Insurance

Fraud Bureau (IFB) said: “Uninsured driving is

a complex issue and in turn requires tackling

in a number of ways. 

“Application fraud, including ghost broking,

means that people may be driving on our

roads without valid insurance, putting both

themselves and other road users at risk.”

How to protect yourself from ghost brokers:

nIf a deal seems too good to be true, then it

probably is.

nIf you are not sure about the broker then

check the FCA (Financial Conduct Authority)

website, which has a list of all authorised

insurance brokers.

nIf you’ve got a policy and you’re not sure it’s

valid, then contact your insurer directly to

verify the details – don’t do this via the bro-

ker.

nIf you think you’ve been a victim of a ghost

broker, then contact Action Fraud at

www.actionfraud.police.uk or by calling 0300

123 2040

nIf you have information about ghost broking

activity, you can also report it to the confiden-

tial Cheatline on 0800 422 0421 or via

www.insurancefraudbureau.org.

Can your broker be trusted?

Make sure your insurance policy didn’t come from a ghost broker
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THE Serious Fraud Office earned taxpay-

ers more than £1 million for each of its

employees last year after a record run of

success, figures have revealed.

The statistics show that £516.8 million was

paid into Treasury coffers by the SFO during

the 12 months up to the end of the financial

year in early April.

That equates to just over £1 million for each

of its 500 staff. This year’s revenue also

equates to more than the SFO’s total running

costs of £473 million for the past decade and

means that it has become one of the

Government’s most successful earners.

The figures, drawn from an analysis of data

in the SFO’s annual reports, will heighten the

debate about the organisation’s future and

bolster arguments in favour of its survival. 

Theresa May had said in the Tory election

manifesto that she wanted to abolish it as a

separate organisation and hand its functions

to the National Crime Agency.

However, senior Conservative MPs, includ-

ing the former attorney general Dominic

Grieve (pictured above) and the chairman of

the Commons Justice Select Committee, Bob

Neill, have voiced opposition. There was no

mention of the idea in the Queen’s Speech

this summer.

Most of the money earned by the SFO dur-

ing the past financial year came in a “deferred

prosecution agreement” struck with Rolls-

Royce in January. 

The deal, under which Rolls-Royce agreed to

pay £497.25 million, followed a four-year

investigation into corruption and bribery

involving the company in Indonesia, Thailand,

India, Russia, Nigeria, China and Malaysia over

30 years.

The earnings last year compare favourably

with the £54.6 million cost of running the SFO

for the 12-month period.    The £516.8 million

total also outstrips the £473.2 million operat-

ing bill for the organisation over the past 10

years.

In its annual report, the SFO said it had

“remained sharply focused on reducing the

harm caused by high-level economic crime

and preserving the reputation of the UK as a

safe place to do business... we remain unique-

ly well-placed to investigate and prosecute

the top-tier of serious and complex economic

crime and our operating model underpins our

success”.

This year’s figure of £516.8 million does not

include money recovered by the SFO from

confiscation orders imposed upon convicted

fraudsters. Nor does it include the £129 mil-

lion fine paid by Tesco,

Fraud team saves £516m

Most of the SFO cash came from a deferred agreement with Rolls Royce after a four year bribery investigation
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Animals kept in squalor

Taekwondo star Jade is

backing terror fight

Elderly tricked out of

£20,000 by fake cops

BRITISH Olympian Jade Jones is

supporting Sussex Police’s cam-

paign to advise the public on

what to do in a terror or

weapons attack situation.

Taekwondo gold medallist Jade

appears in a police video saying:

“I’ve trained in Taekwondo for

16 years but I’d still Run. Hide.

Tell.”

A spokesman for the National

Police Chiefs' Council said:

“Recent events in the UK and

around the world remind us all

of the terrorist threat we face,

which in the UK is considered as

'SEVERE', meaning an attack is

highly likely. 

"Police and security agencies

are working tirelessly to protect

the public but it is also important

that communities remain vigi-

lant and aware of how to protect

themselves if the need arises.

"The four minute film, Stay

Safe: Firearms and Weapons

Attack sets out three key steps

for keeping safe."

Speaking on behalf of National

Counter Terrorism Policing,

Deputy Assistant Commissioner,

Neil Basu, said: "While the gen-

eral level of threat to the UK is

SEVERE, the probability of being

caught up in a firearms or

weapons attack is very, very

small.  However, it is important

the public know what to do in

the event of getting caught up in

such an incident."

POLICE have issued a warning

after three pensioners were

conned out of more than £20,000

by scammers pretending to be

police officers. 

In the first incident an 84-year-

old woman from Westbourne

received a call from a man pre-

tending to be a police officer in

Holborn. 

He told her he was investigat-

ing an incident and asked her to

send bank cards and cash to

check for fingerprints. He claimed

the bank was involved and she

withdrew £8,000 from her bank

and handed it to a courier,

together with her bank card and

cheque book, two days later.

In the second incident two

days later officers said a man pre-

tending to be a detective from

Hammersmith rang an 85-year-

old woman in Chichester. He said

her pin had been compromised in

Scotland and told her to choose a

new password. 

Over the next four days he got

her to withdraw a total of £7,500

cash on the pretext that this

would prevent it being taken out

by someone else. She gave the

cash in three amounts to couriers

who came to the door on three

separate occasions. 

Then five days later a man giv-

ing the same details rang a 90-

year-old woman in Chichester. He

claimed people were using coun-

terfeit money and they needed

her help to investigate. He asked

her to call 161 where a woman

purported to confirm that he was

a genuine officer and told her to

choose a password. 

He told her to withdraw £2,500,

which she did and a courier came

and collected the cash. She

received another call the next

day and was instructed to do the

same. She made two withdrawals

of £2,500 which were collected

by a courier. 

PC John Blight said: “The vic-

tims were deceived by different

ruses into handing over large

sums ôf cash. The police would

never contact anyone and ask

them to withdraw or hand over

cash to officers. 

“People carrying out these

frauds are deliberately targeting

those they think are vulnerable,

so please look out for your

friends, family and anyone you

feel may be at risk.”

A COUPLE who kept pigs and sheep in

‘horrific’ conditions at their East

Sussex farm have been handed sus-

pended jail terms.

Dr John Penn, 76, and wife Teresa Penn,

77, were also banned from keeping farm

animals for 10 years in a hearing at

Brighton Magistrates’ Court.

Conditions at Court House Farm, in

Lewes Road, Piddinghoe, were so bad,

pigs were found feeding on the flesh of

dead pigs which had been left amid

debris-strewn areas of the farm.

More than 20 pigs had to be culled

after being left without adequate food,

water and shelter, living among debris,

bricks, barbed wire and planks of wood.

Richard Strawson, East Sussex County

Council Trading Standards team manager,

said: “These were some of the most hor-

rific conditions we’ve ever experienced

and seeing pigs feeding off dead pigs was

particularly shocking and upsetting.”

The couple were issued with improve-

ment notices giving them the opportunity

to remedy the issues raised, but failed to

do so.

They admitted 12 offences under ani-

mal welfare legislation and were each

handed three 18-month jail sentences,

suspended for 12 months and to be

served concurrently.

The couple’s 10-year ban on keeping

farm animals was suspended for eight

weeks to allow them to dispose of their

remaining pigs and sheep. 

They were ordered to pay court costs of

£1,157 and each to pay a £115 victim sur-

charge.

Cllr Bill Bentley, county council lead

member for communities and safety,

said: “The vast majority of farmers treat

their animals well and cases like this are

rare.

“Our Trading Standards officers have

carried out a professional enquiry which

led to this successful prosecution and this

case demonstrates that we won’t hesitate

to take the strongest possible action

when it comes to mistreatment of ani-

mals.”

The Penns were each convicted of two

offences under the Animal Welfare Act,

three breaches of the Animal By-product

Regulations and seven breaches of the

Welfare of Farmed Animal Regulations.




